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WHAT IS MINI DOGE
CASH 
MiniDogeCash is one of the fastest growing
tokens to be listed on many platforms. It’s a
community based DeFi project which was
launched on Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
Network. MiniDogeCash comes as an
improvement on the famous Mini Doge
token which was launched recently and
been trending since the date of launch.
MiniDogeCash aims at those people who
missed the chance to enter the “MiniDoge”
Project Early. 

With MiniDogeCash holders receive instant
rewards with deflationary tokenomics and
static reflections from each transaction, the
protocol automatically distributes rewards
to holders as well as auto-locks a portion of
the fees as liquidity. In short, holding
MiniDogeCash will reward the holders more
MiniDogeCash coins automatically from each
transaction. 

MiniDogeCash is one of the most powerful
tokens ever made in BSC Blockchain. Its
smart contract is well enhanced from many
previous successful tokens, taking the most
powerful features and removing all the
drawbacks through innovative protocols to
make strong perfect token. 

The team is comprised of professional
developers, creative designers, branding
experts and community managers. All with
big experience in Crypto space since 2013-
2015. 
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 COMMUNITY DRIVEN

Since MiniDogeCash is a decentralized project, it is ultimately owned by the community.
The team will make sure that the project gets a good startup through paid marketing
while encouraging holders towards marketing, community engagement and development.
Working together will help everyone to achieve more which will be reflected as a reward
to everyone. 
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TRANSLUCENCE
The team aims for full transparency and open communication with the community with no
barriers. The community will be informed about the current and future direction of the
project growth through MinidogeCash official contact channels. 



RESPONSIBILITY
SAFETY,AND TRUST
Would you invest in any project without making sure your funds are safe? The team takes
this concern seriously, a new Cryptocurrency project without trust worth’s nothing. This
means not only providing transparency, but security and responsibility as well. Since it will
be presale launch, the team decided to host it on DxSale as it’s a trusted platform and it
secures investors funds through the presale and after launch by locking the liquidity
automatically. Not just that, the team will make sure security audits in place to make sure
all investors funds are safe.
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HOLDING REWARDS
Holders are rewarded just for holding MiniDogeCash tokens, no minimum tokens
required, every holder is eligible for it. The tokenometrics of MiniDogeCash just rewards
every holder with each transaction. So, Hold MiniDogeCash tokens to earn more tokens.



·CONTRACT ADDRESS
0x1E8116625Ad5C4843d08fA69854D19f124cD0eC3

·Token supply 
 1,000,000,000,000

·Initial Burned supply 10%

·Presale token 46%

·Private Sale 1%

·Pancakeswap LP 35%

·Development wallet 2%

·Airdrop 1%

·Symbol: MDCash

TOKENOMICS,
TRANSACTION FEES
DISTRIBUTION
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·
5% Holders Rewards 

·5% Marketing Wallet

·5% Development



ROADMAP
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